The paper proposes the use of evolving intelligent techniques, for effective business decision making related to strategic management. Under the current competitive environment, business plans appraisal arises as an important task for bankers, investors, venture capital fund managers and consultants among others. The process of business plans assessment requires various technical competencies, market awareness and adequate experience, thus increasing the relevant operating costs. A conceptual model for the evaluation of business plans is being proposed, with the use of both numerical and qualitative parameters, clustered under four headings. The input data is processed with the comparative use of ensembles of evolutionary classifiers, and an intelligent model of business plans' appraisal is built. The reliability and the accuracy of the results are considered satisfactory by the subject matter experts.
INTRODUCTION
The evaluation of business plans is a process which demands proper technical and managerial competences, market and industrial awareness as well as professional expertise. Moreover, this multi-task analytical procedure is regarded as a time consuming activity. These capabilities and prerequisites are raising high the resources that must be committed from a consultancy or a venture capital fund, taking into consideration the need to analyse and assess hundreds of business plans annually. In addition, high-skilled and expert human resources shall be employed and compensated, in order to undertake this difficult to standardize activity.
In recent years, business tasks and analyses become more and more demanding requiring advanced computational techniques for modelling related decisions. Advanced intelligent techniques, often embodying hybrid mechanisms or adaptive schemes, are proven useful and reliable in business decision making and knowledge management. One important task to fulfil in business decision making, is the analysis and evaluation of business strategy and policy data, mainly business plans, but also marketing plans, feasibility studies and competition analysis.
The well-known advantages of intelligent techniques for modelling and analysing several business applications are:
• The ability to easily cope effectively with various types of data (quantitative and qualitative, continuous and discrete etc) with sparse data matrices and structures including blank (i.e. unknown or dont care) entries, with huge collections of data and complex solution spaces.
• The ability to produce comprehensible knowledge structures with a high degree of generalization, solutions ready for immediate use for the domain experts, but even for non-expert decision makers in some cases.
Two types of risk are involved in the business plan evaluation problem:
• Propagated Risk: Refers to the risk accumulated from the primary data sets that compose the data base of the system. The measurement value of this risk does not differentiate from the risks value that is generated through the business plans manual evaluation by the expert.
• Regression risk: Is the risk involved during the validation of the model due to its accuracy rate. For encountering the regression risk the following measures have been implemented:
-In each question that the system responses, the accuracy rate is displayed. By this, the expert user is provided with a primary estimation of the accuracy rate.
-For each case of assessment, a set of five independent evaluators is deployed, that implements different methodologies of validation. Full or partly full consensus of the evaluators, strengthens explicitly the accuracy of the result.
Considering the aforementioned factors, the intelligent model proposed in this work, supports the decision making of entrepreneurs looking for funds to finance their own start-up Small-Medium Enterprises (SME), as well as for investors and business angels searching innovative and promising business ideas. The system incorporates data driven technologies for the construction of classification models, and its output is a result of learning from actual, real-world cases. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section includes a literature review in the respective domains. Section 3 presents the intelligent methodology proposed for building a classification and decision model for business plan evaluation tasks, and sketches the general methodological scheme of the approach. Then results on the application domain and the business plan data are presented, followed by a short discussion in Section 4. The paper concludes in Section 5 with a summary and a discussion on potential future research.
BACKGROUND
The use of computational intelligence approach in business applications is not new. Several applications exist, either carefully gathering and then intelligently analysing large business data collections, or implementing generalized methodologies that can cope with complex business concepts, rules and principles in order to obtain powerful managerial decision analysis tasks. In this context papers can be found which perform demanding business tasks with the aid of sophisticated intelligent techniques.
In (Wen et al., 2008) , the authors present the implementation of a knowledge based decision support system for measuring enterprise performance, based in various financial data, in future total sales prediction using neural nets, but also using knowledge reasoning for evaluating enterprise performance. Strategic planning support by judgment of internal and external decision factors using a fuzzy-multicriteria-CBR methodology is given by (Royes and Bastos, 2003) .
In (Fowler, 2000) , the authors propose the development of a knowledge value-chain (KVC) concept into a closed loop knowledge activity cycle. Business self-assessment through a multiple criteria decision analysis software tool is described by (Xu et al., 2006) . In (Changchien and Lin, 2005 ) the authors present the design and implementation of a casebased reasoning system for marketing plans. Feature selection is used by (Chen and Hsiao, 2008) , to diagnose a business crisis by using a real GA-based support vector machine. The application of a multi-agent intelligent approach for profitable customer segmentation is proposed by (Lee and Park, 2005) .
There is a growing number of research demonstrating the effectiveness of ensemble systems over their respective individual estimators. A general theoretical framework for improving regression estimates by ensemble methods has been proposed in (Perrone and Cooper 1993) , where it is demonstrated that an ensemble may provide better results that those of its independent predictors. The idea of creating hierarchical mixtures of experts has been proposed in (Jordan and Jacobs, 1993) where generalized linear models were effectively used as coefficients and components.
Improved generalization for ensembles of classifiers has been demonstrated in (Tumer and Ghosh, 1996) , where focus is given on data selection and classifier training methods, aiming to improve classifier complementarity by effectively reducing their correlation. The effect of diversity in neural network ensembles for classification has also been studied recently in (Brown et al.,(2005) ). These ensembles are constructed using the negative correlation learning approach (Eastwood and Gabrys 2007) , and an evolutionary approach is used to calculate the basic parameter of the algorithm γ. Their result denotes that γ tends to be problem-dependent and bounds for this value are provided.
Zhou et al. (Zhou et al., 2001 ) examine the relationship between the generalization ability of the neural network ensemble and the correlation of the individual neural networks. They propose a model that employs a genetic algorithm to select an optimum subset of individual trained neural networks. Their approach shows better performance as compared to averaging the neural networks. Genetic Programming (Koza 1992) (Whigham, 1996a) , is an an evolving intelligent algorithmic approach, in fact an extension of Genetic Algorithms (GAs), where chromosomes have been replaced by variable length decision tree programs, while the well-known genetic operators such as crossover and mutation remain the same in principle. Special syntax principles can be used for solution encoding, commonly expressed in grammarbased restrictions (Whigham, 1996b) (Tsakonas and Dounias, 2002a ). The applied restrictions are then able to produce very complex forms of output (Koza, 1997b) (Koza, 1997c) .
SYSTEM DESIGN
The objective of this work was the design and implementation of a novel intelligent application supporting the decision makers and evaluators of business plans in innovative sectors. During this work, a series of methodological tools were identified, whereas the effectiveness of the following two methodologies were validated and comparatively deployed through various pilot tests. The process to train each of the models is shown in Fig. 1 . For each of the predictive model outputs a 5-fold cross-validation process was used for training. As fitness value, the Matthews correlation coefficient was used for the binary tasks 1, 2 and 4 (see Section 4), aiming to reduce any training bias potentially imposed by inequivalent classes: 
where R i is the Recall value for class i, R i =
T P i T P i +FN i
and n the total classes number (e.g. the number of the nominal values in our problem). Two computational intelligence models were used:
• Hierarchical classification trees using grammar guided genetic programming (GGGP).
• Fuzzy rule-based systems represented as GGGP trees. The first approach produces hierarchical classification trees with the aid of genetic programming (Tsakonas and Dounias, 2002b) . Such an example tree is shown in Fig. 3 . This tree corresponds to the following decision rule:
where Cn implies a class. The second approach implements Mamdani fuzzy rule based systems (Zadeh, 1965) also by means of genetic programming (Tsakonas et al., 2004) . Furthermore, a majority-voting system of the two above-mentioned approaches was incorporated, in order to reduce the training bias and increase the robustness of the system. The grammar for the hierarchical trees is shown in Fig. 2 .
The definition of the BNF Grammar for evolving Mamdani fuzzy rule-based systems is shown in Fig. 4 (Tsakonas et al., 2004) . In this work, triangular membership functions were applied. The evaluation of business plans demands the generation of four sub-systems, each requiring their own classification task. For every sub-system, an independent ensemble system is created, consisted of five fuzzy-ruled based systems and five hierarchical classification trees. During the voting procedure, in case of equality between two options, the output with the higher average confidence level of their Mamdani fuzzy-rule based predictors is promoted. The ensemble architecture is shown in Fig. 5 . Regarding the technical settings of the evolutionary framework, the reader is referred for further details to (Tsakonas and Dounias, 2002b ) (Tsakonas et al., 2004) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The clusters of the qualitative and quantitative parameters that feed the model, and compose the structural and contextual analysis of the business plan assess- value was transformed to logarithmic scaling. Fifteen (15) out of the forty two (42) decision variables related to business plan evaluation were continuous, seven (7) were discrete with three or five different integer values each and finally, twenty (20) were binary variables. The initial decision problem was divided to four sub-problems, each of which aimed at finding the relation of every dependent variable in question, from the total set of decision parameters.
The reliability of the intelligent model was validated against the average accuracy of 120 business plans of Greek innovative start-ups and succeeded the following average accuracy results:
• Completeness of technical and structural characteristics of the business plan. This is a binary variable. The accuracy rate in test data was 86.4%.
• Overall evaluation of the business model (quality of work of the business plan). This is also a binary variable. The system managed 76.4% accuracy rate.
• Business plans projections efficiency (quality of assumptions and estimations made in the study). This is a 5-scale nominal variable. In this task, a value of 86.4% was achieved as accuracy rate.
• Business plans scenario planning (existence of possible alternative plans). It is a binary variable and the accuracy rate here was 80%.
As it can be seen, the response of the system was designed to be given at four levels, three of which were corresponding to binary responses and one was a linguistic characterization corresponding to low, medium/neutral, or high prospects carried with every new submitted business plan. The overall evaluation of the response was made with the human subject matter expert using a penalty function scheme (f.ex. business plans with high prospects rated from the decision system as low prospects business plans, are penalized higher than a neutral prospects response, etc.). A presentation of a detailed evaluation scheme and the comparative experimentation of this step is beyond the scope of this work.
According to the above-mentioned evaluation scheme, the overall average performance of the system (classification accuracy for new business plans, submitted to the system) is calculated to be 76.4%, which is considered a very satisfactory performance by the subject matter experts. The response for the evaluation of each new business plan was given from the system in four output parameters, accompanied by a confidence level for each of them, according to the number of the predictors that agreed to the output. In Fig. 6 , a segment of one hierarchical classification tree for parameter 1 (i.e. completeness of technical and structural characteristics of the business plan) is presented.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
This work presented a system for effective evaluation of business plans. The proposed system is consisted of four sub-systems, each of them classifying a different parameter for the assessment of the plans. For every sub-system, an ensemble was built, consisted of five hierarchical classification trees and five Mamdani fuzzy rule-based systems. To generate these predictors, the genetic programming paradigm was used, guided by respective context-free grammars. The results of the system are considered very satisfactory by the subject matter experts and they assist business analysts and investors in the respective evaluation tasks. Further research will be directed in both the business plan evaluation domain and the technical aspects of the application. Applying the proposed architecture in other classification tasks from the economic and financial domain, such as bankruptcy prediction and price prediction for on-line air tickets, will be considered. The incorporation of other computational intelligent predictors in the ensemble such as decision trees, multilayer perceptron neural networks and Fuzzy Petri-nets is also a potential line of research. Finally, considering the application of diversity factors during the ensemble building process, aiming to increase the generalization ability, consists one of our future tasks.
